Optical control of entanglement and coherence for polar molecules in pendular states.
Quantum entanglement and coherence are both essential physical resources in quantum theory. Cold polar molecules have long coherence time and strong dipole-dipole interaction and thus have been suggested as a platform for quantum information processing. In this paper, we employ the pendular states of the polar molecules trapped in static electric fields as the qubits, and put forward several theoretical schemes to generate the entanglement and coherence for two coupled dipoles by using optimal control theory. Through the designs of appropriate laser pulses, the transitions from the ground state to the Bell state and maximally coherent state can be realized with high fidelities 0.9906 and 0.9943 in the two-dipole system, respectively. Meanwhile, we show that the degrees of entanglement and coherence between the two pendular qubits are effectively enhanced with the help of optimized control fields. Furthermore, our schemes are generalized to the preparation of the Hardy state and even to the creation of arbitrary two-qubit states. Our findings can shed some light on the implementation of quantum information tasks with the molecular pendular states.